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The DAC and the GDC work together 
but have different tasks and databases

GDC

Takes care of logistics, from 
the request of the Argos IDS, 
to the deployment of the buoys
Develops & coordinates drifter 

deployment plans
Finds ships for deployments
Distributes IDS to manufacturers
Maintains Metadata

Craig Engler

DAC

Maintains a database with drifter 
data from deployment until buoy 
stops transmitting, and QC data
Decodes raw data & applies 

calibrations 
Quality controls and interpolates data
Makes data available through web and 

distributes for archiving
Disseminate buoys going on/off GTS

Mayra Pazos
Jessica Redman



Drifter DAC 
Objective

“Our goal is to assemble and provide 
uniform quality controlled data
of research quality for sea surface 
temperature and surface  velocity 
measurements “



Drifter Database
Information Files

•Relational database using flat files linked  by ARGOS ids
•Data starts in February 1979 and continues to present
•All buoys are standard WOCE/SVP drogued at 15 meters

DIRECTORY FILE
(information 

about ea. Drifter)

CALIBRATION FILE
(coefficients to calibrate

each sensor)

GROUND FILE 
(holds time interval 

not to be interpolated) 

TEMPERATURE 
FILE

(holds last day SST is good) 



Drifter Database
Data Files

Edit Position and SST
Split into P and S files

Data from Argos

B-files
B00000.DAT

(raw data for ea. buoy)

P-files
P00000.DAT

(Edited Position)

S-files
S00000.DAT
(Edited SST)

K-files
K00000.DAT

(Interpolated - Kriging)

Apply calibrations and split
into individual files by ID

Reside in AOML
database, available
through the WEB



Quality Control Steps
• Decode data from Argos:

Convert to engineering units and add to individual B-file by 
ID

• Identify new buoys and enter into the DIRECTORY file:
Determine deployment time and position of first good 
transmission from the water

• Find dead buoys, pick last time, position and determine cause of
death:

Run programs that identify buoys transmitting from the 
same  location after a successful deployment or buoys that do 
not have  any new data after last update, enter into the 
DIRECTORY file



•Check SST sensor failure, determine last good day for SST:
SST’s from each buoy are compared with Reynolds’ 
climatology to determine temperature sensor failure, last 
good day is entered into the TMPFL file.                         
SST after this date will be discarded

• Edit Position and SST:
Software to check bad locations from the ARGOS raw data 
based on speed between consecutive locations are run, bad 
points are deleted. At the same time, deviant SST values are 
removed by applying a temperature change criterion 
relative to the recent temperatures measured  by the buoy

NOTE: We decode, archive and handle GTS data transmissions 
and deletions of other sensor data like pressure and wind, 
but NO quality control is applied to them



•Determine  drogue lost date:
Buoys that possibly lost their drogues are identified.      
Drogue lost date is determined and entered in the 
DIRECTORY file

• Interpolation of edited data into 6 hour intervals using Kriging Method:
All active buoys  are processed and interpolated                
Refer to paper by Hansen and Poulain for details on the Editing 
and Kriging procedures:                                         

Hansen, D.V. and P.-Marie Poulain, 1996. Quality Control and 
Interpolations of WOCE/TOGA Drifter Data. J. Atomos. Oceanic Tec., 13, 
900-909

• Insertion of interpolated data into the AOML Informix database:
Kriged drifter data can be accessed through the WEB            

WWW.AOML.NOAA.GOV/PHOD/DAC/DACDATA.HTML                      
* AOML Environmental Data Server 

• Update database every 2-3 months.



•Return unused ids to Service Argos
Service Argos charges for IDs of buoys that have not transmitted
for 2 years.  To avoid extra charges, the DAC returns to Argos 
IDS periodically, and renames existing IDs by adding 2 digits in
front of the original ID assigned. The two digits are either the
year the ID was assigned or the deployment year.  This is 
absolutely necessary because the buoy ID is used in the database
as the key identifier and file name, and fail to change the original 
name might mean confusion, since Service Argos reuses IDs that 
have been returned to them.

The DIRECTORY file can be used to identify drifters that have 
been renamed, by comparing it with the one from the previous 
update.



QC Examples

Ship 

track

Picked 
up

Deployed 
here

11-Oct-2000

Track from 
Raw Data 

( B-file)

15-Mar-1999

30-Jul-2000

Track after Editing and
Interpolation routines 

are run
(K-files)



QC Examples

2/24/99        6/11/99      9/25/99      1/10/00    4/26/00     8/10/00    11/25/00

Drogue lost 
day

21-Mar-2000

10/8/96     10/25/97    11/11/98    11/27/99    12/13/00        

Drogue lost 
day

29-Jan-1999

Determining Drogue 
status



QC Examples

8/17/00                    11/25/00                       3/5/01

SST after 
removing 
bad data

7/17/00                 10/22/00                 1/27/01        5/4/01

Bad SST day

4/21/01

Determine Failure of SST Sensor   
(comparing with Reynolds Climatology



Downloading Data from the WEB
www.aoml.noaa.gov/phod/dac/dacdata.html You can select to download

Kriged data + directory file.
Using the cross hairs select area 
of interest, directory of buoys 
in area will also be created.

OR
You can choose to download the
directory file alone, with the 
history of every buoy in the 
database.



Sample Directory File

To download file, click on retrieve table, then choose “file and save as” in your browser menu



Sample Data + Directory File
To download file, click on retrieve table, then choose “file and save as” in your browser menu



Other DAC Responsibilities
•Insertion and deletion of buoys onto the
GTS

•Notify ARGOS after each database 
update of buoys that lost their drogues to
be noted in the GTS message

•Maintain data products updated on the 
WEB

•Send periodic database updates to MEDS 
for archival and distribution



Future Work

•Closely monitor drifter failure  of 
transmitters, SST and drogue sensors on  
real time

•Follow up and make sure data distributed 
through GTS goes out and values are 
correct





5-Jan-97

27-Aug-97

3-Aug-00Drogue off: 12-Apr-97

16-Jan-99

1 yr 5 
mo

1 yr 
8mo
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